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The problem. What Americans will do with increased leisure
~lme in the future is a problem already under investigation by
sociologists and psychologists. Many young people in today's society
do not enjoy reading books as a leisure time activity, possibly
because of methods of teaching or treating reading in the schools
today. Independent reading classes are an attempt to overcome
resistance to reading. The purpose of this study was to determine
wha t, if any, improvement in standardized reading scores occurred and
to determine whether or not interest in reading for the sake of enjoy-
ment increased in a ninth grade elective independent reading course at
Kurtz Junior High School in Des Moines, Iowa.
Procedure. Thirty-two members of the newly-created Independent
Reading Class at Kurtz Junior High School were matched on a one-to-one
basis on comprehension reading scores from the Gates-!1cGinnitie Read-
i Test given at the end of eighth grade, sex and age. A different
form of the same test was given at the end of their ninth grade year as
was an attitude-toward-reading opinionnaire. The attitude inventory
was given to give reading teachers for item-ratings so that scores
could be assigned and compared between experimental and control groups.
Four sets of scores were used and t-tests using the mean difference
ever the standard error of the mean difference determined the signif-
icance of the comparisons. Tables are included for interpretation.
Findings~ rhe study shows that even though significant differ-
ences at tne .OS level of the probability distribution did not exist in
readi ability over the 1974-1975 school year in the experimental/
Independent Reading Class made significant gains in their own compre-
slon scores from the Gates-McGinnitie Pre and Post tests. The
members of the independent reading class through written evaluations
of t course expressed a positive attitude toward the class and their
own reading. warm relationships established on a one-to-one basis
be twe en the II t e ac her s , II s tuden t s , and the books that they read seemed
to warrent the existence and continuation of the course.
Conclusions. The findings of this study, on an objective basis,
Go net prove that an independent reading class at the ninth grade level
increases the reading ability or improves the attitude toward reading
01' the students enrolled any more than for students not enrolled. On
a subjective basis, however, the ninth ade students w completed a
schoel year in an Independent Reading Class voted unanimously that
self-selection had played an important role in their reading develop-
men t ,
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Chapter 1
IN'rRODUCTION
~'[hat Americans lfJil1 do wi th increased leisure time
in the future has become a question of interest to psy-
chologists and sociologists. The reading of books could
be 8 possible pleasant and thought-provoking activity. How-
ever, there is evidence to indicate that many students in
the schools today, future adults in tomorrow1s society, do
not enjoy reading books. One reason many young people do
not enjoy reading may be that they have been conditioned to
associate reaaing with the classroom where they have never
read a book for enjoyment, itself, where they are told what
to read whether they are interested in the subject or not,
are unable to read on t he level of the material, where
possibly a written report is assigned or a test is admin-
istered over the material read, or questions at the end of
each chapter are to be answered.
1. T PROBLEH
statement of the problem. One attempt to overcome
the resistance to reading has been the introduction into
school systems of elective Independent Reading courses.
The purpose of this project was to determine what, if any,
1
2improvement in standardized reading scores occurred and to
determine whe t.he r or not interest in reading for the sake
of enjoyment increased in a ninth grade elective Independent
Reading course at Kurtz Junior High School in Des Moines. As
a result of this study, it is believed that more ninth grade
students may enjoy and improve their reading through the
development of more individualized reading programs.
Scope and limitation. At the beginning of the 1974-
1975 school year, there were thirty-seven ninth grade students
enrolled in the newly-created Independent Reading Class. By
the end of the first semester six students had dropped the
course for various reasons, such as the f'o I Lowl ng i (1) one
had planned on taking study hall for the second semester at
the beginning of the year; (2) one decided to use the time
in the k room developing pictures for the school news-
paper; (3) bITO indicated a dislike for the class; and (4)
two were asked to leave the class for disciplinary reasons.
At the same time, the end of the semester, five new students
elected to take independent reading during the second
semester. '1'0 the original thirty-one students remain , tb.e
five new ones increased the total to tb.irty-six. Of the
thirty-six there were four students who b.ad not taken
tes-MeG itie Pre-test at tb.e conclusion of t ir e hth
ue year for one reason or another. Eventually, the s
involved t remaining thirty-two students.
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On the attitude-toward-reading opinionnaire there
were two students in the control group whose attitudes could
not be included and, therefore, could not be compared. One
of t.ho s e students dropped out of school, and the other stu-
dent refused to participate. There were, thus, thirty stu-
dents who were available for comparison on the opinionnaire.
A limiting feature of the study was that the thirty-
two students in the control group who were matched on a one-
to-one basis with students in the experimental group did not
attend an actual reading class in which stories were assigned,
questions answered, and/or written reports made on a day-to-
day arrangement, but were, instead, in an English class where
there was an above-average amount of freedom in reading
selection.
Because Independent Reading was a new course, the
librarian and teacher team in charge were somewhat hesitant
about tue best way to conduct the class. The group was moved
several times back and forth from t library to a classroom
in an attempt to find the most effective reading atmosphere.
In the classroom where the students seemed to read better,
the books were not available; ther ore, students either had
to make trips to the library where the librarian was not
available, since she was conducting conferences in the class-
room or had to wait out a class session with no book.
beveral methods signing up for book conferences
were also employed in an atte t to discover t most
4
efficient of meeting the needs of the students. 'rherefore,
the students may have felt a lack of specific guidelines at
times. liHthout the constant supervision usually encountered
in a junior high school reading class, some students lacked
the emotional maturity and self-control to concentrate on
reading when the t eac he r and li brarian were engaged in
individual book references.
Chapter 2
PROCEDURE
The purpose of this chapter will be to describe the
ocedure used in this study to show the effect of an
individualized reading approach on the reading ability and
attitude about reading of a group of ninth grade students.
I. GENERAL DESIGN
At t he conclusion of the 1973-74 school year at Kurtz
Junior Hi.gh sc hool, south side Des Haines, the Ga tes-IvreGi n-
nitie Diagnostic Reading Test was administered to the 249
eighth graders enrolled at that time. Later, when planning
their ninth grade programs, these same eighth grade students
learned of a new elective ninth grade course, entitled
Independent Reading. Although the scores on the test were
available at that time, students were neither encour d
nor discouraged from signi UD for inde endent reading on
the basis of their reading scores.
In order to measure whether or not the Independent
Readi Class improved their reading scores and increased
their enjoyment in reading, a comparison was conducted us
thirty-two of the members of the Independent Readi Class
of Kurtz Junior Hi School ninth ers ware desi ted
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6as trw experimental group and a matched sample of thirty-
two Kurtz High School ninth graders not enrolled in the
independent reading class who served as the control group.
'rC18 two groups were matched on a one-to-one basis on reading
scores at the end of eighth grade, sex, and age. The Gates-
lv1cGinnitie Reading Test, given to all Kurtz Junior High
~cnool eighth graders before they elected courses for ninth
grade this year, was used as the pre-test. This same test was
given again at the end of the ninth grade year to the experi-
mental group and the control group. In addition, an attitude-
toward-reading instrument was administered to all individuals
in each group at the end of their ninth grade year (Appen-
dix A).
The attitude inventory was given to five reading
teachers separately for the purpose of weighing test items
giving each a progressive number value on the basis of
whether or not the statement revealed poor, fair, or excellent
attitude toward reading. A scale was devised by combining and
comparing the results of the teachers' item analysis. ter
the attitude instrument was administered to both the experi-
mental and control groups, the answers were tallied accordi
to t numerical value of each in order to evaluate whe r
or not the attitude on the whole of the Independent Reading
Class was better than the general attitude of those ninth
aders not enrolled in Independent Readl
e-test scores and tlle post-test scores
sets
enee be tw e e n t he
scores were determined: (1) t differ-
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the experimental group on the comprehension section of the
Gates-McGinnitie Test; (2) the difference between the pre-
test scores and the post-test scores of the control group on
the comprehension section of the Gates-McGinnitie Test;
(3) the difference between matched pair s on the Gates-~JIcGin­
nitie post-test comprehension (experimental minus control in
eac h case); (4,) the difference between matched pairs on the
attitude measure (experimental minus control). The analysis
consisted of a t-test for the mean difference for each of the
four sets of scores.
II. THE CONTROL GROUP
The selection of the control group was limited to
those students in the experimenter's ninth grade English
classes wno s e scores on the Gates-IVlcGinnitie pre-test were
available. From this group the members of the control group
were compiled by matching the comprehension scores from the
Gates-IVlcGinnitie pre-test with the exact scores earned by
me rs of the independent reading class/experimental group.
refore, since the criter for matching included re-test
scores, and sex, the control group, as the experimental
oup, consisted of thirty-two ninth grade stUdents, eighteen
girls and fourteen boys, whose Gates-McGinnitie pre-test
comprenension scores matched those of the experimental up
on a one-to-one basis.
The control group was not enrolled in a readi class,
but each member was enrolled in a ninth ade ish class
8as was each member of the experimental group; however, each
member of the exp er-Lment.aL group was not necessarily in one
of the experimenter's English classes as the members of the
control group were.
The unit method of study was employed in the English
class in w ch all of the control group members and fourteen
of the experimental group members were involved. Readings
were assigned from Bailey's Worlds to Explore along with a
wide variety of supplementary reading materials. The empha-
sis of the class was not on reading, but reading was a part
of a course wnich included writing (poetry, prose, and news-
paper articles), public speaking, listening, discussing,
acting, library r e s e ar c n i ng , and studying practical grammar
rules.
During a four-week novel unit, students were a Ll.owed
to choose their own fUll-length fiction book to read during
lieh class time. Many students read several books during
the four weeks, While others read books that had been recent
movies. A written book report was assigned which was based
on an outline that required a list of characters from the
book; a summary of the plot with specific designation of
exposition, clinillx, and denouement; a statement of theme;
and a creation of a totally original conclusion other tnan
the one presented in the book.
III. EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
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'I' rty-seven ninth graders at Kurtz Junior High
School were originally enrolled in Independent Reading.
Speaking individually with students from the class, it was
learned that some had never before completed a novel. Some
students c se the course because ttlt sounded easy." Others
c no s e the course because ltlvlY friend is taking the c Las s ;."
There 'lrlere students who wanted to take the course but
because of academic area requirements or parental pressures
("Hy parents think the course IrJould be a waste of time,")
did not elect Independent Reading. The eighth grade test
results revealed that the students in the newly developed
ninth grade Independent Reading class had standard scores
on the Gates-McGinnitie with the following range: compre-
hension 24 to 49; grade level 5.8 to 12.9; vocabulary 18 to
48, ade level 6.9 to 12.9.
During t first semester of the Independent Reading
class, fall 1974, the students were required to read a ni-
mum of ten books. After the student completed a book, he or
she signed up for a conference on a sheet provided w ch
included the name of the book, date co eted, and name.
I'he student t he n left a copy of the book on the "c La s s cart"
so that the teacher or librarian could read the book before
co erence time. At the end of each class period, t
teacher and librarian divided the books to be read for con-
ferences and arranged I' conference time witn the s ta.
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Because some of the students read more rapidly than
others, the teacher teaching team realized that some stu-
dents were being seen during conference periods frequently
while others were rarely seen. An example was one stUdent,
an avid reader, who had read and discussed thirty-two books
by the end of the first semester. Another avid reader Hho
was reading and enjoying longer college level books read and
discussed seven books during the same length of time.
Par the Spring semester 1975 it l'ITaS decided to sched-
ule students for conferences on a rotating, two-week basis
and not to prescribe any certain number of books to be com-
pleted by the end of the semester. At the end of each week
tne names of students to be seen the following week were
listed alphabetically on a master dito along with the name
of t ir books and the person with whom they would be talk-
during the conference. The weekly list of conferences
was then distributed to the class on Monday of each week so
that s t uc en t s knew the exact day of their conference, en
would be held whether a book was completed or not so t
o r-o b Lema mi be discussed or guidance offered. Fr
was ten left open as a make-up day.
During the conference t
listened to a brief summary of t
teacher or librarian
plot of a particular
ok. aiscussion that followed t summary sometimes
r e vo Lved around trw theme, or how the behavior of a c ha r a c tel'
or c nar-ac t.e r s could be adapted to t h e real life of t
l:;xam e s of conference que s t ions a r e as f'o Ll.ow s ;
re r.
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1. How would you rate this book on a scale from 1 to
10?
2. How would you compare the characters in this book to
your friends?
3 . it/auld you make friends wi t h any character in this
book? Why or l-vhy no t?
4. What word would best describe a character)
and what did the character say or do to prove that
this description is valid?
5. Did anytning happen in this book that you would like
to have happen to you?
6. Did anything happen in this book that you would not
like to have happen to you?
7. Was this book realistic? Why or why not?
B. What, if anything, did you learn about life, your-
self, or other people from this book?
The individual conferences were viewed as an important
aspect of the independent learning experience by t teacher
team and also by the students if their requests for added
conferences and their enthusiasm in conversing during the
conferences were any indication.
The independent reading course at Kurtz Junior High
SC 01, ther are, was not lttaught lt in the traditional manner
of classrooms; instead, the Kurtz librarian and the
ninth ade English teacher sat with the stUdents, re with
t m, and discussed the content of the oks read on a
12
person-to-person, conversational level.
Three important objectives of the independent reading
class were as follows:
1. The student will choose books to read in which he
or she is interested. (There was no prescribed reading list
to limit selections.)
2. The student will read primarily for the enjoyment
of reading. (There were no tasks to be completed as "punish-
merrt " for reading; howe ver , because grades are required, an
evaluation paper, indicating the type of book and the depth
of discussion, was filled out and filed by the librarian or
the teacher after a book had been discussed.) (See Appen-
dix B.)
3. Because the student will be reading more due to
increasea reading time (each day's class period) and reading
more because he or she is exposed to books in which he or
she is interested, the student will improve his or her read-
ing score during the year enrolled in ninth grade Independent
Reading.
Chapter 3
RELAJI'ED LITB'RA'rURE
One out of every four students nationwide has
significant reading deficiencies.
In large city school systems up to half of the
students read below expectation.
There are more than three million illiterates
in our adult population.
About nalf of the unemployed youth, ages 16 to
21, are functionally illiterate.
Three-quarters of the juvenile offenders in New
York City are two or more years retarded in reading.
In a recent U. S. Armed Forces program called pro-
ject 100,000, 68.2 percent of the young men fell
below grade 7 in reading and academic ability.l
Most educators recognize the tragedy that these
statistics represent for individuals and the society, but
for the majority not included in statistics who acquire the
basic reading skills without an accompanying desire to read,
there is just as ominous a barrier against the right to
read. 2
rrherefore, as U. S. Commissioner of Education, I am
herewith proclaiming my belief that we sllould set for
ourselves the goal of assurin that by the end of the
1 's t.e r:Lght to read s,al be a realIty for all
trwt no one shall be leaving our schools without the
skill and the desire necessary to the full limits of
'FiIS,capability.3
IJames E. Allen, Jr., liThe Ri
t.i.o n t a ec\f ational Pr i.o r Lt.y ;"
Sebesta, Sam Leston and Carl
Research Associates, 1972), p. 9.
2 h i ,I L Hi.
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to
The United States Commissioner of Education, James E.
Allen, Jr., with his proclamation, zeroed in on a target
that certainly can be cited and with current research in
reading must be hit.
• • • This decade devoted to the improvement of
reading should include a new and intensive attack in
the area of need. • . • This is a proper goal for
our society because it will not only correct the
injustice done to individuals by the denial of their
right, but it will also, because of its widespread
social and cultural effect, benefit and strengthen the
entire fabric of our society.l
That a society gathers strength in education was
recognized by our forefathers. Democracy and education,
according to Thomas Jefferson, were inseparable: !tlf a
nation expects to be ignorant and free, in a state of
civilization, it expects what never was and never will be. 2
To a nation that continues to value individual
achievement, which is related to the maintenance of democracy,
there must be the ltopportun i ty for all children to develop
t hems e Lve s to their f'u Ll e a t capaci ty regardless of any unfor-
tunate circumstances they may have inherited. lt3 President
Kennedy stated, !l irst, and most important is that every
American 1 and boy have the opportunity to develop w t-
ever talents he ha s , u4
ITb" 10
.L la., p••
2sebesta, Leston and Wallen, Readings on Teaching
Reading, op. cit., Introduction, p. 3.
J,
'+Ibid.
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Our f'orefathers, our Presidents, our educators, our
-known t h inker-s , leaders and many of' our working people
America have manifested the ideals of education and its
ose ally, reading. vihy, then, as of 1972-1975, are We
ing shocked by tragic statistics on reading performance?
are secondary teachers shaking their heads over non-
reaaers in their classrooms? Why do not children who know
to read like to read for enjoyment? Where have we
failed? How have we failed? What are we going to do to meet
James Allen, Jr's. challenge before the 1980's?
Parts of the answers to these questions can be found
perhaps in the history of reading within the educational sys-
tem. In some segments of the American society dating back to
immediately after the invention of movable type when lI pr i n t -
ing was a novelty ana reading was viewed as being a distin-
guishing characteristic of the cultivated man. The purpose
of readings was to show that you were sufficiently wealthy to
afford the time and tutoring required to learn and the refine-
men t ne eded to care. • . . It 1 Therefore, regarded as a pre-
occupation of the "tri gn brow," reading may be consi ed a
"waste of time" or tlputting on airs" by various
America even today.
oups in
Another partial answer to the reading and educational
question challenging society today may lie in the traditional
methods used to teach readi
1,Tb ; (1' p j"<__ L -, t ••
in the past, some w i c hare
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still being clung to by unbending, stagnant educators in and
out of the classroom.
'I'he alphabet method wa.s the first approach to teaching
c h l Ldren how to read which was used in thi s country. I'1em-
o r-Lz a tion and oral reading were the key to thi s method, with
Noah L'Jebsters' American Spelling Book, popularly known as the
'blue-back speller,' appearing in the last quarter of the
eighteenth century. Reading instruction under the Webster
system required that the child laboriously spell out each
word t ha t he wou.Ld need to use in reading sentences and stories
included in the book. l
The I'1cGuf'fey Reader, prepared by William Holmes l'1cGuf-
fey, was the first successful graded reader and sold about
122 million copies between 1836 and 1920. Sullivan said that
lito nine out of ten average Americans what taste of literature
t from IvIcGuffeys' was all they ever had; wha t li t.e r a t.ur e
the c Ld re n brought into the home in Guffeys' Readers was
all that ever came . . . I'1cGuffey, in sho r t , because of the
lever of his readers, had a large part in forming the nd
of Arnerica. 1I 2
The word method of instruction, which replaced the
alphabet-spelli method duri the middle of the nineteenth
lRoland ItJest, Individualized Reading
rt Washi ton, New York: Kennikat Press,
struction
19b4 ), C. 1+.
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century, was itself modified by the phonic method developed
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. However, it
was soon found that there was a loss of word understanding,
and there were many spelling mistakes due to using the
phonetic system. l
'rhought-getting rather than work attack mastery was
the emphasis after the First World War. Rapid silent reading
was stressed as a major objective of the reading program,
which encouraged the development of objective tests to mea-
sure reading achievement.
used. 2
Practice exercises were widely
Because children were expected to identify new words
mostly from context clues, new words introduced in early
readers became problems. In the early 1930's the concept of
vocabulary control was presented in an effort to keep word
count low while maintaining interesting content. Looking at
the Dick and Jane series, it is evident that the interest
factor in the readers' content suffered as a result. 3
out of the- controlled-vocabulary concept came the
series of basic reading text books, lithe revised editions of
which are currently in use in the great majority of class-
rooms today.1l4 In theory, these series of graded books were
to carry the child m year to year to dumped off at the
est, o p , ci t p. 5 2 Tb·' P 6., . .L 1u . , . .
J r bi d • , p . 7. 4r bi . , p . 8 .
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high school where it was then assumed that he U has had it. It
By the 1940's it had become apparent that some chil-
dren could not proceed from book to book as rapidly as others,
and many educators and school supervisors encouraged teachers
to divide their classes into subgroups so that the varying
levels of reading ability could be accommodated. By the end
of the 1940 1 s most of the elementary schools in the nation
had established the basal reading program with its attendant
ability grouping within their classrooms. l
In effect, the term, 'Basal Reading Program,'
implies the use of a series of basic reading text-
books which typically consists of anthologies of
largely fictional selections, sequentially systema-
tically arranged on the basis of the vocabulary
control and the entry that each selection offers
into the teaching of the developmental reading
skills. 2
Relatively homogeneous ability groups must then be
formed out of the heterogeneous classrooms in order to use
the basal reading program. Because a teacher is probably
unable to handle a large number of groups, usually three is
toe standard in a typical elementary school classroom. In
toe junior high, most of the abili ty grouping bas been
bandIed by tbe school administration via scheduling.
lI'rne cri teria for dec iding who snouLd be in wha t
oup under such a teaching program are usually the scores
received by the student in the class on the most recently
administered reading achievement tesL"]
lb" 9I Hi., p•• 2 1, . ,Ola.
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In the groups, the students and teachers
••• proceed to 'work through' these texts, taking
each story and its related vocabulary, skills, and work-
book pages sequentially. Important to the success of
the basal reading program is the unity and oneness that
must characterize the daily progression of each of the
reading groups; there is usually little room in such a
program, in practice, for gearing its directions and
progress to the interests, pace, and unique needs of
each individual member of the group.l
Since about 1950, articles began appearing in educa-
tional journals criticizing the basal reading program on
what was termed the 'lock step' approach to reading instruc-
t.ion , At t he same time interest without much carry-through
in individualization gained impetus as an alternative method
in reading. "Some educators began to express a belief that
an unjustifiably bigh incidence of poor or retarded readers
was to be found in the public SChools of the nation. n2 Sev-
eral wri t e rs also pointed out that "a gr-ow i.ng number of young
people bad failed to develop any permanent interest
i as a leisure-time activity. lt 3
read-
Surveys indicated that "large numbers of elementary
school children did little readi on their own, that h
scnool students held reading in relatively low esteem,
few adults Here found to be Hidely read. lt 4 Comment
the resul ts of these studies, jVjc han wr o t.e : nIt is
estimated that fewer than half the people in the United
and
on
lIbid., p , 10.
3I b i d . , p , 11.
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states ever read a book; fewer than one-fifth of them ever
buy a book. lll
How much change has occurred in the schools to
rectify a so-called "bad ll situation; the complaints of the
1950 ls are still being heard in the 1970 1s.
Betts, writing in 1972, condemned what he designated
as "Hegimented ReadLng" in the schools today. "Fo r several
generations an enormous stumbling block in reading instruc-
tion has been the fruitless attempt to regiment reading
instruction--to assume that all pupils are prepared to learn
to read upon admission to school, to use the same textbooks
witn all pupils of that fiction called a grade. n2
A poignant analogy was written by Moses comparing
instruction in reading to instruction in speaking which
further validated the existence of a problem and the need
for more widespread updating in
schools.
tue readinO' Dr\::) i.. rams the
2
I ine what might happen if a child were ins ucted
in speaking as he is now in reading. First of all, he
would live in a world where very few people spoke; then,
in sc 01, he would be placed in a situation where he
could hear only a certain number of very simple words--
no exotic words, no lovely words, no fascinating words.
[len he had learned to pronounce these words clearly
ana could define and spell them all, he would be allowed
to hear a few more words. As he ew older and be to
use his new words, an exact number for eacrl ade evel,
in conversations and stories, he would be asked to write
lrb'd'1 "1 •
tt A. Betts, Psycnolo leal and Lin-
1, ~" t l' C ',,=,a s' e q , II ,R P l' e r 0.' l' , "I' t- ,~ _ _ - i:i _ ,0e u e sa, 0 a
---,-,.........7"";-~'----~._...,...,,.,...,-....-~----,~?
s t o n , anc Carl ce He ea c h
Associates, 1972),
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a report, a summary of each conversation. In addition,
when he reached high school, his statements, his comments
would be discussed in class. Phrases and sentences would
be pulled apart, analyzed, criticized. As he progressed
t hrough sc nool , adding more sel ec ted words to hi s vocab-
ulary, he would be exposed for weeks at a time to great
bodies of words used in, for example, the eighteenth
century, words now out of date, words which have little
connection with his life outside the scnool room. Wher-
ever he went in school or library, he would be allowed to
speak only of certain topics, forbidden or discouraged
from discussing others. He would often be told that when
he was a little older, he could say certain words,
construct new types of sentences--but not yet. He would
constantly be tested on his progress, how many words he
knew, w ha t they meant, how they we r-e pronounced; but no
one would ever think to ask him, did he like speaking,
was talking pleasurable for him. Secret clubs--perhaps
called speak-easys--would be formed where young people
could go and talk about forbidden things, talk up a
storm about anything. Meanwhile, back in school, the
results of the Speaking Abilities Test would place them
at a third-grade speaking level. l
Moses continued in his paper by asking, "Given this
type of speaking instruction--a method vaguely reminiscent
of present-day reading programs--what sort of culture might
we nave?lt2 'I'b.e answer, of course, is obvious:
Not only illiterate, but mute as well, or func-
tionally mute, at least. Without language, there
would, of course, be nothing to think with. the
same token, without books and reading, onels spoken
language remains primitive, unadorned, and unelabQr-
ated. Thinking remains provincial and dreamless. J
Moses stated that no one ever asked a student w ther
or no t he or she 1 iked II speaking. n ltfhat wouLd student s say
about read in the schools toaay and how their own readi
IHichard B. l'1oses, "Fo r the Teens, Interest C mes
irst," vJhat Is Heading DoingtotrleCtlild? ancy Larrick
and John A. stoops, ed s , (Danville, Ll Lv : Interstate
r r-Ln t.er s and Pu bLi.ahe r s , Inc., 1965), p p , 99-100.
2 I b i d., p . 100. )Ibid.
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interests and abilities have been affected? Moderator Isa-
bel K. Heller did ask pertinent questions of students about
reading--students from Philadelphia Fublic Schools who
served on a panel:
Q: It How much time do you find you have for r-e ad l ng-o-
reaulng that is not tied up with school work?"
AI. III don't have much time because I never liked to
read that much. And when I started school, I didn't have
rnuc h time to read. I just read the books tha tare
assigned at school."
A2: III have a reading class where we read different
stories in small booklet form. Then, on the back there
are questions which help us get more meaning out of the
story we read."
Q: "Are the books that you read in school inter-
esting'?"
AI: H1rJ ell, I like to pick my own books, but He are
required to read certain things. I have to if I want to
t d d
"
ge a goo gra e.
Q: It1f.Jha t kind of books do you think we should require
all students to read?"
AI: It If I was the teacher, I wouLd let the kids choose
their own books and let them write their own reports on
the books. Everybody likes different books. Like one
would like a biography, another a love story, and anot I'
a mys t e r y , I fd just let them choose t he l r OHn ring
material. 1I
Q: IIIf y u had one or two words ofirJisdom for teachers
about how they could help improve reading, What would you
tell t he m?"
A: II I would tell a teacher he shouLd callan each kid
and ask what kind of books he likes. Take a poll in the
class: so many like mysteries, so many like science fic-
tion and so on. Then, he should get a library of these
books. Then everybody would enjoy reading."l
Newton Hould support the teen-agers on the Philadelphia
panel by adding that the major criticisms of secondary educa-
tion today may be traced to the neglect of instruction
1 ancy Larrick
About r ir Headi II
(Danville, Ill.: Tnt
1967), pp. 81-87.
. ,
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reading. Secondary underachievement, lack of interest in
all sUbjects, is often a direct result of insufficient
mastery of the reading skills. l Poor readers have not
become good readers just because they reached junior high
school where more reading was assigned. 2
And even though many secondary teachers realize that
students are unable to perform well because of what has gone
before, they still feel that it is not their job to teach
students how to read their individual subjects. Because
materials are supplied to classrooms by subject matter, it
is easier to keep everyone together reading the same book,
ana there is only so much time to cover the material required
for the course. 3
Following are some answers given to an open-ended
questionnaire by a sophomore girl about her reasons for
dropping out of school:
(1) l 'he subject giving me the most trouble ••• n
llAnything with reading in it. 1t
(2) School is ••• "pretty good until it comes to
reading. IT
(3) Teachers could have helped me by
me hOH to read my assignments.1!
(4) If I i'verea big whe e I • . • II II d see to it tha t
teacher knew how to teaCFlreading."4
IJ. Roy ew t ori , Heading in Your i:)c 01 (New York:
McGraH-Hi11 Bode Company, Inc., 1950r, p. 5.
2
Ho r t on Botel, How to'feachHeading (Chic
lett Pub1is Co any, liio2], p p , 15-16.
Fol-
o p , c i.t.; , p. 7.
I
4Ibid.
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Not only do many teachers refuse to believe it is
their job to UteachH reading, but many continue to teach
literary masterpieces with which they are familiar (ltr just
love to teach It). From an effective teaching point
-----
of view, these teachers are close to being in a rut and are
ignoring the question, It\vhy do we have to do this?U l
Of course, abandoning everything simply because it is
old is not advocated, but teachers might do well to examine
newer materials and ask if worthwhile concepts upon which
society depends cannot be taught just as effectively from
more current sources which are likely to be of more
interest. 2
Some evidence against the schools today seems to be
t.ha tin bh.e high sc hooLs, junior h i g h s , and e Le men tary levels
there are students w i.t.h above average ability Il g e t t i by"
witn, for them, inferior reading. There is, secondly, an
alar dropout rate both in high school and college level.
The schools need, in some way, to provide • "ma t er-LaLs
suited to his (the student's) age and interest, and at a
rate best suited to him • • so that he starts from w he
is, not from w he r e he should be. nJ
\tlha t the students on the Philadelphia panel suggested
individually--innocent as they may be of the educational jar-
n--was the acceptance of individualized reading pI' rams in
lIbid., p , 9. p. 10. 12.
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the schools for possibly every grade level. In individualized
reading programs perhaps, there may be at least a vehicle to
progress effectively toward James Allen, Jr's goal for the
1980's.
lrJitty has condensed some arguments that have been
advanced by proponents of individualized reading.
'Phey asserted that the individualized method of
teaching reading could do what the ability-grouped
basal reading program could never do--provide for
the wide range of individual differences, not only
in reading ability but also, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, in interests and needs. l
other critics of the basal reaaing program contend
that the wealth of children's literature is being wasted in
non-individualized schools. Children's literature should be
used as the central core of a reading program not as a
supplement or adjunct. 2
Even though methods of teaching individualized read-
may vary, est stated that basic to the ilosop of
the individualized reading program is the abandonment of
basic readi
program.
textbooks as the foundation of the read g
Accordi to the plan of individual readi eacn
cIa, motivat by his own unique interests and needs,
selects s own books and reads them under the teacher's
guidance, no pe I'uLl.y dur I his own e time. read-
ing periods are usually so organized that the teac r is
able to have re r short conferences with each individ-
ual student about the book that he is curren readi
and the reading problem that he may be encounter .j
Ipaul "Individualized Reading--a
Evaluation," ish, I (October,18- B7 , 1- ~,-------"'-----''''----
s t , o p , c i t . , p , 11. J r " "o lu • , p , 12.
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'I'rri s philosophy of individual instruc tion in reading
would fit a developmental concept that Bagley and Conrad
described: lIThat no two children grow alike is a fact, is
provable and proven. Hl
Not only is the wide range of differences limited to
such aspects of an individual as intelligence, height,
weight, muscular coordination, and behavior traits, but, as
Hug s has pointed out, Il'fhere is a rhythm of effort and
relaxation in every individual which can never be the same
in any two people." 2
Therefore, Veatch concluded that lISeldom are tlrJo
c h i Ldre n ready to be reading from the same material at the
same time •.• so t ha t no reading program can be truly suc-
cessful unless it is easily adjustable to the enormous
variety of growth patterns, purposes, and interests found in
any class. lt3
Veatch also compared the traits of seeking, self-
selection, and pacing that exist in all creatures--man,
woman, animal--to the wayan individualized reading pro am
• Bagley and H. S. Conrad, "Ch.i Ld Development:
General Aspects,ft Encyclopedia of cational Research
(New York: Macmillan, 1950),p. 141.
2lc1arie he s , IITheoretical Consider a tiona Underlyi
Prog rarn of Self-selection wi th Recommendations, \l in Delores
E. Pal mer, 'fo De termine trw Relat ions of ~ th rs to a
Program Self-selection (University of' Utah, 1940),---
Chap. VI.
3Jeanette Veatch,
If-selection in
be a
t
t.o a 6: tI10-S.t. ar
1
i
an, ·~'irote an i
e ld,
t.he
I
r t u2
scri tb.e i
as tl a t'lay of t h i nkLng about reading we-lieh is based on an
atte to ovide for individual differences while at the
same time recognizing interest and purpose as prime factors
in tne learning process. It is designed to allow the c ld
to develop his own unique direct on and pace rather than to
fi t m in to a pre sc r ibed mode of developmen t supposed typi-
calor normal for his age group.H3
lIbio.., p , 8.
2 Leland J:L Jacobs, II Indi vidual i zed Read i I s Not a
I" vidualiz Ii ing Practices (Columbia Uni-
ty: Bureau of Publications), pp. 1-17.
est, o p , c i t . , p , 37.
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Veatch stated that "Individualized reading is based
on the psychology of success. lt l Self-confidence, it is
said, is the memory of success; therefore, in order for
learning to be successful, it must produce self-confidence.
"Goals whi.c h are wi thin the grasp of the learner and which
tempt him to reach for ever higher and more exc i ting heights
1 d fLd 11 2oree con lence.
Throughout the state of Iowa and across the nation,
individualized reading programs at the secondary level vary
both in allotted time and procedures from one period per
week, to a unit of 3-4 weeks, or to a semester elective
Hhich is usually limited to eleventh and/or twelfth graders.
In her overview of individualized reading in Iowa, Burge,
chairman of the state curriculum committee, llrecommends that
individualized reading be included to some extent at all
grade levels (7-12) and no matter how the class is 0
t major concern should be time to read. 1t 3
ized,
Usually individualized classes are of a size that
allows the teac r or teachers to do a creditable job with
ersonalized conferences. So that the teacher can iae the
student's reading and encourage him/her to develop reading
lveatch, o p , c i t , , p , 23.
ividualized
is
eorgia Bur e, "Overview," Guid
~-r--.",.-....................-..,..-:--~---".(From Iowa De tment of
Lanz ua z e Cur rLc u Lum :::leries), Pamphlet
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nabits that will be a source of pride, a conference is
arranged between the teacher and the student. l
Arranged before or after a conference, questions
about tne book are aimed at encouraging students to relate
the plot or theme to their own lives. The details of the
plot by themselves receive little attention. "Major empha-
sis is placed upon the affective values of literature, and
questions are geared to the particular interest and capabil-
ities of the student. n2
An individual reading conference is, in a sense, an
adaptation of the old Mark-Hopkins - on - the ~ end -
of - a - log technique. However, in a classroom,
planning and organization are necessary if personal atten-
tion is to be given to each child. While one child is
with the teacher, the rest of the class must be enough
absorbed in an activity to work along with a minimum of
interruption of the teacher. The individual conference
period should be the hi point of the entire reading pro-
gram. All reading roads should lead to it or come from
it. If somehow it proves to be unrewarding to the Child,
the drive to read will be immediately and adversely
affected. The better the conference, the better the
learni Instruction is best in these interviews when
the teacher has perfected his skills of probi , question-
i , and listening. The teacher must develop these skills
so as to make the conference valuable, stimulating, and
enjoyable, and still fit in the time allotted.3
unt divided the questions most frequently used in the
successful conference into three major categories Which are
as follot..Js.
category.)
(Some typical questions are included for each
I. Appropriateness of the book
1'1.. Why did you c no o s e this book?
B. Was this a od book for you to read?
C. as this book hard or was it easy?
1,' 11010., p , • 3Veatcc1,0 . c i t . , P .21- 2.
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D. What made it hard or easy?
E. Should you choose the same kind or a differ-
ent kind of book next?
(Answers to such questions give real clues to how
wise a choice the child has made. It is the func-
tion of the teacher through guidance to aid each
child to make the best possible choice. But the
choice belongs to the child; it sLl.ould be tlis
unless it is clear that he cannot handle this
degree of freedom.)
II. Appreciativeness of Book
A. IpJas this a good book? if "Ye a'"; HaitI good?
B. Was this a good book? if "No"; How poor?
C. How close to the top (bottom) would ypu put it?
D. Was this the best (worst) book you have read?
E. How much do you usually like books of this
type?
F. Do you like other books by this same writer?
G. Who else do you think would like to read this
book?
(A reader must learn to make jUdgments about his
choices. All books and stories are not equally
good or equally appreciated by all readers. Only
by verbalizing tlis reactions can the reader deter-
mine the kinds of books and the particular books
wni ch are highly satisfactory to him. s t e
the good in literature can emerge only upon reflec-
tion about what is not so ad.)
III. Values Gained From Book
A. Did this book tell or teach you something
important that you did not kriow ? or ll\PJhat new
ideas did you learn from reading t s book?"
B. ch part the book was most important?
C. What do you think the person who wrote t s
book was trying to say to you?
D. Tell me a few hign points of the book.
E. Did something happen in the book that you
would no t I ike to ha ve nap pen to you?
P. Did something happen in the book that you
would like to have happen to you?
G. How true (imaginary) is t s book?
( 1'C1e se que s tions cause the reader to make a j
ment through selecting a part or parts. It
becomes relatively easy for the teacher to tell
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whether the jUdgments made by the child are
substantial or superficial. It is not neces-
sary for the teacher to be intima tely
acquainted with all books read by children to 1
discern the quality of the cnild's responses.)
Hunt advised the teacher conducting a conference to
draw some questions from each of the three categories but
asked only a few questions of a student in anyone confer-
eric e due to bhe time element. Many times the choice of
2questions will be determined by the student's responses.
Frequently, t.h L s conference also serves as the proce-
dure for evaluation or a grade. Even though the emphasis in
the individualized reading program is on the intrinsic
rewards of reading, teachers often are required to and/or do
utilize a system of evaluation in order to ascertain the stu-
dents' progress. Obviously, the task of evaluating is
complicated when every student is reading something differ-
ent than every other child. 3
"Teac her s , admini s tra tor s , and supervi sor s who have
contributed to the literature on individualized reading
often report the results of reading achievement tests to
establish the validity of the method in promoting growth in
children's reading power, but they uniformly reject such
test r<esults as the sole method of evaluation."4
lLyman C. Hunt, lIPatterns of Questions in t.he
Individual Conference" (University of VGr<mont, 1971),
pp. I-j. (A Pamphlet).
2 Ibid., p • 3.
s t , 0 p • c i t . , P . 1~~2.
3Veatch, OPe c l t , , p , 27.
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Although reading tests are helpful in individual
diagnosis, not enough is explained in the test results
alone. Tests do not tell the teacher whether the student
reads widely, or whether he has a feeling of responsibility
for accurately sharing his findings, whether his reading
opens new possibilities for exploration, or whether the stu-
dent is developing taste and discrimination in reading.
Because the total reading program is designed to assure the
development of these qualities, the student misses the
essence of reading if these attributes are lacking even
ttlougn he may have scored high on a reading test. l
The following five questions are very SUbjective but
can be considered as a part of the evaluation for individ-
ualized reading students in the middle grades by the
observant teacher:
1. Does a child choose to read or does he elude
reading?
2. Does he find reading material related to his
interest?
j. Does ne feel responsibility for reporting fac-
tual material accurately?
4. Does he try increasingly to try to help himself
in readi ?
5. [s he beginning to vary his reading techniques
according to toe nature of the content and his
purposes?2
MeaningfUl to the total evaluation of the individual
read pro am is the school library ana librarian according
rds for 1'1001 Li br
lOlvina Burrows, Teaching C ldren in the
Grades (Boston: Beath, 1952), p. 150.
est, o p , c it , , p , j.
ddle
JJ
use of reading scores and other pertinent data about the
characteristics of individual students, the librarian should
be a key-member of the instructional team in reading. l
lilt is necessary that the librarian and the teacher'
work closely together in guiding the individual reading
choices ••• it is necessary that the librarian be conscious
of each child's reading ability. 1I2 (A copy of a sketch of an
Individualized Reading Program used in a Des Moines, Iowa,
hi h school is included in the Appendix.)
Is individualized reading the medicine to cure the
ills of sick reading habits in today's society? Will the
present drop-out figures decrease with the adoption of wide-
spread individualized reading systems in the schools? Will
an individualized reading program eventually produce a
nation of avid adult readers? Is individualized reading the
met d by which James Allen, Jr. will meet the goal stated
at the beginning of this chapter?
Witnout knowing the results of a widespread individ-
ualized reading program, since it does not as yet exist.
the re orted facts about the benefits of individualization
are impressive.
Veatch pointed out that first of all the bri child
aoes not need to be held back by slower chilaren in his or
lIbid., pp , IS-lb.
2 J e a n Louris, II mentary SctlO01 Libraries
ew verini tions of 01 Library Ser ce (C ca
STty of Chicago. 1960), p , 29.
II
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ne r group and is free to branch out in as many directions as
his energy will allow. itSelf-selection is the great emanci-
pator of the gifted pupil. ltl
At the other end of the scale the slow reader is work-
ing on materials with which he or she can be comfortable.
!lHis failures are private ones, and they can be kept that
way. a2
110 date, the t.e ac hi.ng of reading has neglected the
strong readers in a sometimes misdirected effort to
bring the weaker ones up to grade. The able child
deserves the challenges of a forthright meeting of
minds in his reading program. The weak ones need the
encouragemen t and confidence of being treated with
dignity and respect. The stigma often attached to
being a slow reader has no place in a scheme of individ-
ualized reading, nor does the high powered reader suffer
by not r ec e i ving a fair shar-e of time and guidance.
Each is accorded the right to make choices, to match
interests with appropriate readi content, and to pool
his findings with those of the class. Each is offered
tne stimulus of an adult's sincere response to his
satisfaction and success in reading. 3 -
A third advantage of an individualized read pro-
am accordi to Veatch is this close personal interaction
wit teachers to serve the child's psycholo cal needs. Not
only can a close relationship with a teacher help the child
attain the sense of independence essential to
development, but because the
s pro er
. art of teaching is the act of loving and accept-
1 a child, •• the child l4ho knows he is 1 iked
s teacher finds learni an exciting adventure. It
1lreQtc'll, op c~t p?v ~ _ • ,,L ., .' L •
j._. i t 1/ 1Bur r ow s , Ope Cl ., p • 00.
2 "b i.d , , p , 29.
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is easier for the teacher to have understanding and
love for a child in a one-to-one situation than it
is in a ten-to-one situation. l
One the most important pieces of evidence reported
by Veatch as a ben it of the individualized reading is that
reading becomes its own reward. "Children love to read when
they can choose their own books. n2
Here are some typical statements made by children who
were asked their opinion of an individualized pI'
vis a basal one:
am vis-al
It is more fun. (Le. to c ho o s e own book).
I would rather have a book that I can select
myself than one given to me.
It makes you think.
You can read all kinds of exciting books
If you can read hard books, you can choose a
hard one, and if you want an easy book, you can
choose it.
I tnink t s way of reading is better than reading
out of readers. When you read out of readers, you
ha ve to read story after s t o r-y , and in this kind of
readi , you can pick up any book you want to. I ,
t.h i rik t ha t you read more when you read by yourself . .J
The goal of the best teaching of reading is the love
readi , as Veatch believes. flThe readi program t ha t
is successful is one which sends its ils out in to the
world as lovers of boo and of all that reading repre-
n a child slikes s read experiences at
school, he is certainly less likely to seek readi
for leisure time activity - But acId w has been
IVeatcli, loco cit.
J 1 b i d . , p p ,
2 I b i d . , p . 33.
4r b i .: 0J.J u., ~.
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happy in his reading, has learned to choose satisfac-
torily from many books and has discovered he enjoys
certain kinds of reading, is going to wish to continue
the pleasurable experience. l
Most parents seem to be in favor of self-selection
according to reports received from parent conferences and
many teachers using a form of individualized reading have
made positive comments. One teacher wrote, "I like it
because my children like it. All of my discipline problems
are solved because the children are reading books on their
own achievement level and ones in which they are interested
because t he books are of their own choosing." 2
A seventh grade teacher began a self-selection unit
because her group seemed bored and restless. Soon each stu-
den t \4aS reading two books per week and were no longer
bored. 3
An effective reading experience was revealed by an
ei hth ade reading teacher whose students' reading achieve-
ment range was from fifth grade to college level. Under an
individualized reading plan these students amazed their
teacher by snaring materials and ideas on current events.
III like it because I have more time with individual stu-
dents, and I believe I am taking care of individual needs
more eff ec ti vely . n4
A sixth-grade teacher made
at the b inni of the year.
1 bi ., p. 117.
a sociogram of her up
The results supported
2" . ,1-01Q., o •
J. t . ,L)lGo ~·b· .I-1Cl., O. 154.
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h.er- suspicion that trw class contained a boy ltstar"
wi th a 11 e Lu s t er" surrounding him, a girl It s t ar-" with
rwr "o Lu s t e r ;" plus several "isolates. 1t These "stars"
were frequently poor influences on their peers, as was
evidenced by anti-social acts in the audio visual room
and on the playground, which were approved by the group.
The teacher introduced self-selection as a possible
way to break up the 'gangs' that she was successful is
borne out by the results of a second sociogram made
toward the close of the school year. This chart showed
the entire class in groups of twos and threes. Irtlere
were no 'stars,' no 'clusters' and no 'isolates'. The
class enjoyed individualized reading, directing their
energies to the writing of original poetry, plays, and
stories. Such activities gave them more satisfaction,
by their own admission, than their previous anti-social
behavior. l
After a year of individualized reading an eighth
grade class took the California Achievement test, the results
of wnich revealed that all students had progressed in reading
skills at least one year over the previous year.
dents had progressed two to three years. 2
Ten stu-
After two years of using self-selection in a ttier,
California, school district, teachers said the following:
~or the first time I believe I am teaching reading
in accordance vii th my knol,vledge of the 14ay children
OH and develop.
This is a reading program Hhich has,no quarrel with
what we know about how children learn.3
A mother, women's e editor of our daily newspaper,
Clad long mourned the apathy of her two daughters t owa r d
readi With the advent of this method in her younger
daughter's class she reported happily to the Claremont
Reading Conference: This is one of t things we didn't
believ~ could happen in our family. Our older girl, now
in seventh grade, went tough t group system, and
she didn't like reading at all. This ttern was
repeati itself, with our fifth grade daughter.
lIbiQ., p • 1S5. 2 I b i d., p . 156. 3 I b " ,__ lQ., p. 183.
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Suodenly, this year all of us thought we were seeing
things when the lights were on in her bedroom late and
she was still reading: .1/lThen she pulled the f~ashlifht­
under-the-blanket ~ecnnlque on me, I was convlnced.
Veatch noted the following over-all values for the
aild in the individualized program:
1. Really provides for individual differences;
satisfies children's needs of seeking, self-selection
and pacing.
2. Better integration with other language arts--more
creative thinking and critical reading; wide increase in
voc abuLary ; motivating for listening, writing, and spel-
ling; strong desire to communicate ideas.
3. Decided carry-over to homes; more self-initiated
reading; extensive use of public library.
4. Social interaction--good relationships within the
class; acceptance of one another's contributions; 'Caste
system' is broken down.
5. Better sense of his own worth--self-understanding;
he is a participating member of the group--he relies on
his own self-management; he feels he is a real part of
the program and is learning from his own efforts and not
always because of what the teacher wants him to learn.
6. The child actually reads; learns to cherish and
handle books; respects authors and their ideas.
7. Children have indicated that they are happier,
reading more, and learning more. 2
Concerning the values and rewarding outcomes for the
teac rs, Veatch reported the following:
1. A one-to-one relationship with the child leads
more closely to the child's needs--the teacher is the
real hel per.
2. Interest, independence, and self-status of the
children lessen the probability of behavior problem.
3. Increased teacher owth--there is greater
responsibility on the part of the teacher in identify-
i and adjusting skills; in developing more long-term
als; in more thinking terms of objectives and values.
4. Solving Ute problem of the wide range--more
easily handled.
5. Integration of the curriculum--a natural out-
owth of t s approach.
. I p , 200-201.
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6. Increased status of teacher because she has
opportunities to show creativeness, resourcefulness,
flexibility.
7. More support and active participation of super-
visor. l
The evidence as presented seems a strong case in
favor of more individualized reading programs with a more
positive approach to reading, but perhaps there has been
regression to the pre-Gutenberg times permanently as Moses
suggested. When t'18 asked the question why the Un I ted States
is virtually a society of illiterates, he followed with the
answer:
Perhaps part of the fault lies with uB--teachers,
librarians, parents. We are more interested in what
children and young people read, than that they read.
I say this: it doesn't matter what they read as long
as they read; read anything, read everything, read all
the time.
Sometimes it seems to me that nobody is really inter-
ested at all in spreading the genuine word about books
and reading: what great fun is there, what wondrous
c o mpun i onsh i p the good book can be, wha t undreamed-of
worlds of ideas exist just beyond the pasteboard covers.
uometimes it seems to me that we are just more inter-
ested in what we call 'culture,' what we call 'educa-
tion,' what we call 'be well-rounded,' and we lose
si ht of the most important goal of all: the feed
care of imagination, of curiosity, of the creativity
with w ch every child is equipped when he comes on
st e. It seems to me that if things went right,
inquisitive, ee swingi c Idren would grow up to be
inquisitive, free swi i ,wisdom-seeking, readi
prone adults. But somethi happens somewhere along the
line, and we discover high school students with brilliant
but ti -locked minds and rock-set opinions; colI e
stuaents bumping through diploma mills, buying tic ts
to 8uccess--stuaents who will never read a ok the rest
of t ir lives.
1 I' .old., p. 201.
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It is even more puzzling to me, because I like to
think of reading the same way I think of speaking:
A vital skill to be learned, a skill without which the
mind is a bit crippled. I would like to believe also
that learning the reading skill could and should be
every bit as natural as learning to speak. l
When students are allowed the freedom of selection
provided in individualized reading programs, the individual
uniqueness described as the democratic ideal is protected.
If the child is to develop individuality, creativity,
and the ability to think clearly and interpret deeply,
he must not be hatnp e r-ed by group regimentation. Instead
he should learn to read in an environment which stimu-
lates motives for reading, which permits free choice of
materials to be read at his own rate, and receive help
as needed, or at scheduled times. 2
IpiTone" 00 Cl".J- 0'0 °7 98-
-,-"1 IV ;;j, :..... U ., t.t. 7 - •
2itlilliam Gray, "Role of Group and Individualized
Teaching in a Sound Reading Program,tt The Reading Teacher,
XI (December, 1957), 99-104.
Chapter 4
PRESENTATI OF' DATA
In this chapter data will be presented comparing the
experimental group and the control group on reading achieve-
ment and enjoyment of reading during their ninth grade year
at Kur·tz Junior High ScrlOo1 in Des Moines, Iowa.
'I'he Gate s-IVlcGinni tie Reading Tes t, Form E, [lad been
administered to all eighth grade students enrolled at Kurtz
Junior High School in April, 1974, before students signed
up for ninth grade classes for the following year. Form E
Equivalent of the Gates-McGinnitie Test was given the fol-
lowi April, 1975, to the experimental group and the
control group.
In I'1ay of 1975 an atti tude about reading opinionnaire
was distributed to both the experimental and control groups.
The opinionnaire was patterned after an arithmetic opinion-
naire used in the senool system. A scale was devised for
the opinionnaire on the basis of item ratings done by five
experienced junior high school teachers of reading in the
)es Moines schools.
A t-test for the mean difference of each of four sets
scores wa s determined. In the first, the difference
between the pre-test scores and the post-test scores of
41
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experimental group on t he comprehension section of the Gates-
McGinnitie Reading Test was examined. On the pre-test the
range was from 29 to 50. Six s~udents out of thirty-two
obtained lower scores after being in the Independent Reading
class for one school year while twenty-six students' scores
increased during the same year. The t-test showed a mean
difference of 1.71875 and a standard error of mean differ-
ence of .7184 for a t value of 2.3934693. At the .05 level
of probability, this t value shows a significant increase in
reading ability by the experimental group.
Table 1
Comparison of Scores from. Pre- and Post-tests on the
Gates-McGinnitie Reading Test, Comprehension, for
Subjects Enrolled in Independent Reading at Kurtz
Junior High School, Des ines, Iowa
Heans
Mean difference =
Pre-test
1.72
Post-test
43.13
0tandard error
t
N
:::
:::
.718
2 • 39~i-
32
Individual scores incluaed in Appendix D, Part 1.
'I'he difference between the pre-test scores and the
post-test scores of the control group on the comprehension
section of the Gates-HcGinnitie Reading Test was examined.
As with the experimental group, the pre-test range was from
29 to 50. Nine students obtained lower scores on the post-
test while twenty-three students' scores increased during
the year. The t-test showed a mean difference of .8125 and
a standard error of mean difference of .86209 for at-value
of .9424671. At the .05 level of probability, this t-value
snows a non-significant increase in reading ability by the
control group.
'I'a bLe 2
Comparison 01 bcores from Pre- and Post-tests on the
Gates-McGinnitie Reading Test, Compr-e.herrs l on , for
.:..Jubjects Not Ehrolled in Independent Read-
ing at Kurtz Junior High School
Des Ivroines, 10\1a
43
Pre-test at-test
j'leans
jVlean difference
;:j tandard e
t
= .812
.862
.94->;'
42 . 22
= 32
Individual scores included in Ap ix D, Part 2.
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The t-test to determine the difference in control
and experimental scores on the comprehension section of the
Gates-McGinni tie post-test showed a r-ange in the control
group from 27 to 50 as compared to the range of the experi-
mental group from 29 to 50. The mean difference of the two
sets of soores was .90625; the standard error of mean differ-
ence was 1.047 for a t-test value of .8655682. In the
distribution of t-probability the difference was not signif-
icant at the .05 level.
Table 3
Comparison of Scores from Experimental and Control Groups
on the Comprehension Section of the Gates-McGinnitie
Reading Test, Kurtz Junior High School,
Des Moines, Iowa
Means
Experimental
43.13
Control
42.22
Mean difference ~ .906
Standard error ~ 1.047
t ~ .865*
N
Individual scores included in Appendix D, Part 3.
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Comparisons of the experimental group and the control
o up on their a tti t.uc e t.owar-d reading was determined by use
the t-test for Independent samples. Scores on the
opinionnaire were from a high of 1 to a low of 22. The range
in the experimental group was from 1 to 18 and in the control
oup from 1 to 20. The mean difference between experimental
and control was 2.36 and the standard error of the mean differ-
ence was 1.25948 which produced a t-value of 1.6737. The
difference was not significant at the .05 level of probability.
Table 4
Comparison of Scores from Experimental and Control Groups,
Kurtz Junior High School, Des ines, Iowa, on an Attitude
Opinionnaire--Scored on Basis of Teacher Ratings with
Low Number Highest on Scale
IVlea.D.s
Experimental Control
10.03
Mean difference = 2.36
andard error
t
N
= 1.259
= 1. 673"'~
= 30
Indiviaual scores included in Appendix D, Part 4.
On the last day of the school year, June 10, 1975,
t experimental group evaluated the class (Independent Read-
1 ) • he students were assured that their comments would in
no way effect t ir ades for the ye8r because, fa c t , t
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grades had been turned in to the office, and also, if they
wished not to reveal their identity on the papers, it would
be acceptable to the teacher-team. Following are the most
representative of comments made by the experimental group in
their evaluation of ninth grade individualized reading:
This class this year has really broadened my reading.
I started out with simpler books then went to harder
ones. 'I'nL s class shou.Ld be continued next year.
I really liked this class because it helped me in my
vocabulary and self-expression. I think the individual
should choose the book t ha t he will read; after all,
he's the one who has to read it.
I thought that Independent Reading was a good idea.
It helped some people develop better reading speeds •
• • • I read a lot of good books this year.
I thought that Independent Reading course was a good
subject. I personally think that students don't get to
read enough, and I think that this course lets you have
enough time for just plain aI' reading. Toward the end
of the year it got etty tiresome. I don't know if it
was because of reading itself, or just because school
lnIaS about out •.••
I thought that Independent Reading was a terr ic
iaea. You have more time to sit down and really read a
book completely through. You will always remember each
book cause when you give your report, it's pretty hard
to forget what it was about. I hope that t se kinds of
classes on for a long time. Another good thing about
this class is that you can pick any kind of book you are
interested in!
Individual reading is a lot of fun because I usually
don't et a chance to go to the library and t s gives
me a chance to look at different boo
think the class is good because it ves people
to read more tuan you ordinarily do otherwise.
also nice to t to pick your own books rather
I
time
It f s
t bei assi d.
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I found this course to be quite interesting. I pre-
fer reading alone a great improvement over reading in a
group. Another advantage is you read what you want to
read. The instructors were also wise in that they have
eliminated wrI tten reports. Two teachers are another
advantage because they add variety. Of course, in my
opinion, two teacher's are always better than one, but
in this case, where a person has a face-to-face inter-
view with their teacher, a variety of even two is a
major improvement.
You get a greater knowledge of people and things •
. . • I like a chance to talk with someone about my
book and myself.
I really enjoyed reading before, but now I have a
reason to. I like to talk about books to people ••
I like people to suggest books.
I think more schools should have Independent Reading
courses and just plain other courses in which the stu-
dents work at an individual speed .•. if anybody tries
to push me into doing something when I don't want to or
really can't, my first reaction is anger and rebellion.
I've never had any time before to just sit down and
read, ••••
Itls somewhere quiet to read ••
It's a good class but it should have had more free-
m not to keep yelling at us to read. • • • It should
be fully independent.
I started read-
did to
the
I have improved my personality since
i I was going to quit when
help him in the dark room to develop pictures for
paper, but I decided readi 1rIaS more important.
Even though suggestions were made, there were no
c etely ne tive comments received through the written
evaluations of Independent Reading by the members of the
class.
Chapter- 5
;;YGlVJlvlARY, RESULTS, AND CONCLUSIONS
I • SmVjJvlAR Y
This study dealt with the effects of an elective
individualized reading class on the reading ability and
reading enjoyment of a group of ninth gr-ader's at Kurtz
Junior Higo School, Des Moines, Iowa.
On the basis of age, sex, and the sc ore s which
thirty-two member-s of the ninth grade independent reading
class earnea on the comprehension section of the Gates-
JVIcGinnitie Reading Test at the conclusion of their eighth
ade year, April, 1974, the students were matched with stu-
oents in the experimenter's ninth ade English classes who
were not enrolled in the Independent Reading class. In
April of 1975, the Gates- Ginnitie Test 11'JaS given (Form E
Equivalent) to both oups of matched students. In addition,
an opinionnaire concerning attituue about readi wa s i ven
in of 1975 to both groups of matched students.
In tneir English class the control group read assi d
stories over Which objective quizzes were ven t.hr-o [lout
tele year. rhere was one four-week novel unit w ch 10"\.) ed
studen~s to choose full-l th fiction books to read. At the
conclusion of the unit written reports followi a speci c
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outline were due. Reading was not emphasized in the control
group's class because of its survey approach to the total
aspect of English as a subject.
The experimental group chose independent reading as
a class in addition to their regular English course. Books
were selected on the basis of individual interest since there
was no prescribed reading list. Instead of written reports,
quizzes, or tests over their reading, student-conferences
were arranged with one member of the two-member teaching team
composed of the school librarian and a ninth grade English
teacner w was also the experimenter. A conference evalua-
tion form was filled out during the meeting between student
and lIteacher.lI
Because the number of students involved in the study
was relatively small, the subjective evaluations of the stu-
dents in tne Independent Reading class were regarded as a
pertinent part of the study.
II. RESULTS
rom this study, the following results were compiled:
1. As a group, students enrolled in the Independent
a s1 nificant
co pr-erien s Lo n
lieaa i class at Kurtz Junior Hi h School, 1974-1975, s ed
owth at the. level of probabili in t ir
read ability auri the school year as indi-
cated the increase of post-test over pre-test scores on
the ates-McGinnitie R i erest.
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2. Students in the control group showed a non-
significant difference at the .05 level of probability in
their reading comprehension from the pre-test to the post-
test scores on the Gates-IvlcGinnitie Heading Test.
3. Compared to the control group, the students in
tne Independent Heading class did not make any more signif-
icant gains in their reading comprehension over the 1974-
1975 school year than stUdents not enrolled in the Indepen-
dent Reading course. This information was determined by a
t-test comparing post-test scores of the matched groups.
4. The over-all attitude toward reading was better
in the Independent Reading class than in the control group,
but for study purposes these differences in attitude were
insignificant at the .05 level of probability as far as
future predictions are concerned about Independent Reading
classes enjoying reading more than other groups.
5. The majority of the students in Independent Read-
i indicated in writing that they had benefitted from bel
able to select their own books, to have time to read, and to
share t ir readi experience with another person. There
seemed to be a SUbjective value gained by individuals in the
Inde endent Reading class.
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III. CONCLUSIONS
'I'he following conclusions are presented as a result
of undertaking tnis study:
1. An Independent Reading class at the ninth grade
level will not insure an improvement in reading comprehension
as compared to a group of ninth graders wno are not enrolled
in an Independent Reading class.
2. An Independent Reading class at the ninth grade
level will not insure a more positive reading attitude than
a group of ninth graders who are not enrolled in an Indepen-
dent Reading class.
3. Waile (comprehension) reading ability and reading
attitude did not vary significantly between the control
group and the experimental group, the time spent between
rtteacher ll and student bUilding trust and rapport in a one-
to-one, face-to-face confrontation seemed to be invaluable
and could not be measured by scores on an objective basis.
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APPENDIXES
o IONNAI
APPENDIX A
TO S'rODEN'rS IN BOTH EXPERU1EWrAL
AND COWrROL GROD
Name
(A) Please place a check before the items with which you
agree.
(B) 'I'hen , place a star before the item that best expresses
your attitude toward reading.
1. I read books outside of school.
2. I don't feel sure of myself in reading.
3. I enjoy seeing how rapidly I can read a book.
4. I like reading but I like other sUbjects just
as well.
5. I like to read because I like to learn.
6. I don't tnink readi
want to do it well.
is fun but I alw s
7. I am not enthusiastic about readi
no real dislike for it either.
but I have
iieading is as important as any other subject.
9. Reading is something you have to do even t
it is enjoyable.
10. bometimes I enjoy the challenge of read
11. I have always been afraid of readi
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a book.
12. I wou.Ld like to spend more time in school just
reading books.
13. I detest reading and avoid it Whenever I can.
14. I enjoy reading when the words are easy for me
to read.
15. I avoid reading because I'm not a very good
reader.
16. Reading excites me and I like it better than
any other subject.
17. I never get tired of reading.
18. Reading is very interesting.
19. I have never liked reading.
20. I think reading is the most enjoyable subject
I have taken.
21. I can't see much value in reading.
22. I am afraid of answering questions over my
reading.
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APPENDIX B
INDEPENDENT READING EvALUATION
Student
----------
Date
'Title
Author
Publisher
Date of publication
Type of book (fiction, non--fiction, biography,
etc.) •
I. Quality of the selection
A. Sui tabil i ty
B. TViaturi ty
C. Difficul ty
(10)
(10) .
(10)
0. Variety of subject matter (10)
E. Length of book (10)
II. Quali ty of t he conference
A.
f)D.
C.
Plot (what happens)
Characterizations (the
people)
me (the message)
(20 )
(15 )
(15 )
Total pos ble po s (100)
TOTAL
emar
9
APPENDIX C
SKEfrCH OF CLASS SYLLABUS
I. INDIVIDUALIZED HEADING
The course allows students to select books they
desire to read from the school library, teacher's
reading lists, and other sources. Class time will be
spent reading the selections. Emphasis will be placed
upon the affective values of literature, encouraging
students to relate the literature they read to their
lives. Evaluation will be on an individual basis
through conferences with the teacher.
IVla tel' ial s :
Objectives:
;=l,yllabus:
No text
1. To give student time for reading
and to help him develop habit of
reading books.
2. To help student learn how to
analyze the material he reads and
to help him learn to apply litera-
ture to his life.
3. To help student improve communica-
tion skills (through oral and
wr i t t.en discussion of material).
None, but toe following guidelines were
submitted January, 1971.
1.
2.
j.
aluation of books
Each book the student reads will be
evaluated on a 1-4 basis accord!
to the complexity ana length the
book.
Written questions
rhe student will answer a written
question for each book on a 5 x S
card. I'he s t.ud en t wou l d receive
1 points for the an St'.T e I' •
Conf e r e nc e with teac tier
llowi completion of the written
question, the student will discuss
book with the teac r. One to
four ooints will be given for t
or discussion based on follow-
i criteria:
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1 point
2 points
3 points
4 points
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Plot summar-y only
Application of book to
student's life
Application to human
ideas, values
Understanding of level
of meaning, esthetic
values, and relation-
ship with other reading.
II. GRADING
A.
B.
Oral
irJri tten
>plUS
c. Rating> times
EX:
Of Mice and Nen
( 0 - 3) + (y,J - 2) x R (P 3) = 15
times number of books read during the semester
Adolescent (A) Popu.Lar (P) Serious (3)
1 2 4
Bonus points available for improvement
Penalties, -5 pts. for poor use of class time
APPENDIX D
Part 1
Scores of Experimental Group at Kurtz Junior High School,
Des Moines, on Pre- and Post Gates-McGinnitie Reading
Test, Comprehension. Survey E (Guides 7-9)
Administered 4-74 and Form E Equiva-
lent Administered 4-75
student
D2Number Pre-test Pos,t-test
1 33 34 1
2 38 49 121
3 48 42 36
4 44 49 25
S 45 50 25
6 4S 45
°7 36"f 38 4
8 39-::- 40 1
9 48 49 1
10 47 48 1
11 44 44
°12 40 46 36
13 48 ~-9 1
lL~ 43 46 9
15 41 46 2S
16 42 47 2S
17 38 39 1
18 49 37 1
19 .38":- 38
°20 44 46 4
21 42 47 2S
22 24":- 29 25
23 46 50 16
24 34 40 36
25 46 47 1
26 30 29 1
27 43 72 1
28 40 45 25
29 41 42 1
30 42 40 4
31 48 47 1
32 39 40 1
*Lntered Individualized Reading at Second Semester.
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Scores
Des
ing
APPENDIX D
Part 2
of Control Group at Kurtz .IunLor' High School,
ines, on Pre- and Post Gates-McGinnitie Read-
Test, Comprehension. Survey E (Grades 7-9)
Administered 4-74 and Form E Equivalent
Administered 4-75
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Student
D2Number Pre-test Post-test
1 33 27 36
2 38 40 4
3 48 52 16
4 Lt' 47 9.4
5 45 41 16
6 45 46 1
7 36 39 9
8 39 45 36
9 48 33 225
10 47 48 1
11 44 39 25
12 40 50 100
13 48 50 4
14 43 39 16
15 41 uO 1
16 42 41 1
17 38 38 a
18 49 51 4
19 38 39 1
20 4~- 40 16
21 L~2 ~-9 49
22 24 32 64
23 46 49 9
~,'
'u 38 16C::4 5.
25 46 48 4
26 30 34 16
27 43 45 4
28 L~O 43 9
29 41 43 4
30 42 34 64
31 48 50 4
32 39 41 4
APPENDIX D
Part 3
Scores of t he Experimental and Control Groups at Kurtz
J'unior lIigh School, Des Moines, on the Comprehension
Sec tion of the Ga t e s -Hc G'lnn i, tie Reading Test, Post-
test Form E Equivalent Administered 4-75
Student 2
Number Experimental Control D
1 34 27 49
2 49 40 81
3 42 52 100
4 49 47 4
5 50 41 81
6 45 46 1
7 38~:- 39 1
8 40~'" 45 25
9 49 33 256
10 48 48 a
11 44 39 25
12 46 50 16
13 49 50 1
14 4·6 39 49
15 46 40 36
16 4·7 41 36
17 39 38 1
18 37 51 196
19 38~<- 39 1
20 u.6 40 36
21 47 49 ,4
22 2 32 9
23 50 49 1
24 40 38 4
25 L-I-7 48 1
26 29 34 25
27 42 45 9
28 45 43 4
29 42 43 1
30 40 34 36
31 47~~ 50 a/
32 40 41 1
';~Entered Independent Reading at Second Semester.
APPENDIX D
Part 4
Scores of the l<Jxper:i.mental and Control Groups at Kurtz
Junior gb School, Des Moines, on an Attitude
Op:i.nionnaire--Scored on Basis of Teacher
Ratings - Low Number = Highest
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student
Number
Experi-
mental Control
X
C
2X
C
1
2
3
!+
5
r
o
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1~_
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2J
24
25
26
27
28
29
JO
31
32
(not
7 counted)
13 5 -5.33 5.03 28·4_1 25.3
7 7 .67 3.03 ·45 9.18
1 13 6.67 -2.97 44·49 8.82
7 IJ .67 -2.97 .45 8.82
1 9 6.67 1.OJ 44·49 1.0616·:<- 17 -8.33 -6.97 69.39 48.58
7 9 .67 1.03 ·45 1.06
2 20 5.67 -9.97 32.15 99·4
2 7 5.67 3.03 32.15 9.18
11 18 3.33 -7.97 11.01 63.52
1 10 6.67 .03 44-·49 .0009
2 13 5.67 -2.97 32.15 8.82
9 15 1.33 -4·97 1. 77 24.7
10 (Dr'opped out of school)
11 13 -J.33 -2.97 11.01 8.82
11 7 -3.33 3.03 11.01 9.18
17 3 -9.33 7.03 87.05 ~.9·42
12~:- 4 4·33 6.03 18.75 36.36
4 7 3.67 3.03 13.47 9.18
2 7 5.67 3.0J 32.15 9.18
7~;} 14 .67 -3.97 ·45 15.76
3 5 L~. 67 5.03 21.81 25.3
18 13 10.33 -2.97 106.71 8.82
7 1 . 67 9.03 .45 81 .
13 19 5.33 -8.97 28.41
7 12 .67 -1.97 .4S 4·
13 13 5.33 -2.97 2" ' 1 8.82(5.4-
7 2 .67 .03 .45
13 .67 -2.97 .45
10 2.67 .03 7.13 .0009
7 2 .67 8.03 4[;. ./
"bn tered Independen t Eeadi at Second Semester.
